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A classical theorem of Meyer Jerison which shows that the convergence in the point- 
wise ergodic theorem is equivalent o the convergence of an associated martingale is ex- 
panded to a conditional setting. An equiconvergence theorem of the type establihsed for 
martingales by N.F.G. Martin and EU Boylan is established in the ergodic case for an ergo- 
die, non-invertible, measure-preserving transformation. 
I martingales ergodic theory I 
1. Introduction 
Let (S2, SQ, P) be a probability space. Let T be a measurable transfor- 
mation from S2 to S2. If T is not invertible, then {T-“(.&}n.l forms a 
sequence of decreasing o-algebras. 
In [3] it is established that the convergence in the pointwise ergodic 
theorem is equivalent to the a.e. convergence of an associated martingale, 
where T is taken to be invertible. In this paper it is established that the 
pointwise convergence of conditional ergodic averages is equivalent to 
the pointwise convergence of an associated martingale, and, furthermore, 
both the conditiorxal and uncon itional averages have the same a.e. limit 
when they both converge. 
1, Boylan introduces a metric D on the collection of sub-o-algebras 
. (F(d)},fl>~ forms a Cauchy sequence in the D metric, it will 
be prdved that the difference be ween the conditional an 
ergodic avergaes converge in the L1 norm to zero at a rate independent 
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of the random variable, provideid that random variablesare a.e. bounded. 
Also in [ 21, an L1 equiconvergence theorem is established for martin- 
gales. The final result is an L1 “equiconvergence” theorem in the ergodic 
case for a particular type of (non-invertible) measurable transformation. 
The paper concludes with some examples of transformations uggested 
by the main theorems. 
Some helpful background material for what follows can be found in 
n--[Sl. 
2. The main results 
In what follows, let X be a real-valued random variable in L 1 (a, d , P), 
with the inverse image of the real Bore1 o-algebra under X equal to the 
e-algebra PQ. T is a measurable, measure-preserving transformation from 
atoSZ.LetsQ_,, ~12 1, denote FQ4). It is obvious that (9Q ,_n}n>r is 
a decreasing sequence of a-algebras. 
In f 3, p. 5353, Jerison shows that a.e. convergence of {(l/,a)Z~$Ko Tk},,r 
is equivalent o the convergence of a particular martingale. The first result 
of this paper shows that the a.e. convergence of (( l/~)~~~~E{Xo Ykl d_(n>))n, 
is equivalent o the a.e. convergence of another particula;martingale, the 
construction of which is suggested by the work in [3]. 
To construct the desired martingale, we begin by considermg the me,asure 
, Cn, v), where N is the set of non-negative integers. 92 is the o-al- 
gebra of subsets of N, and v is the counting measure. Let G_n be the o-al- 
gebra generated by { [ 0, 1, ..*, n - 11, [n], [n + 11, .“.I. Obviously G_n C% 
for ea.:h n and ((7 __,,L,r forms a decreasing sequence of sub-o-algebras of 
aZ. Then consider the measure space (U, 9 _n, p), where U e a X N, 
q_nzz A_,XG_,,andps.PX;. 
X(U, k) =: X0 T”(u), 
n-l 
With this, define 
{XoTkI.d_ ’ k<n, 
z-n(O, k)= 
k=O 
.KoT”, k> n. 
the ract that the indefinite 
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this is immediate since T is measure preserving, and therefore X0 Tk is L, 
integrable for all k. 
Next it is established that for each n, 
To do so, it is sufficient to show that 
for all A E $_+. In fact it is only really necessary to examine 
z;‘,(k), whereA_,+&_, orA =A_,X(pj,p~n. In the 
latter case X_, = X, and so (1) is verified. Therefore, consider the first 
type of set A. Then 
n-l 
jhl %,I dp = c s EW Tk(w)I 0~ +)) dP 
A k=OA -n 
n-l 
= ES X0 Tk(u) dP. k=O A 
-n 
Also, 
{X0 Tk(u)l.d _cnjl d 1 
n-1 
= n {X0 Tk(41 SQ -(n$ d)” 
k=O 1 
n-f 
F = LJ s k=O /; 
-n 
k(c6) dP. 
Thus {Z -?l, %lhl*l is a martingale with respect to 
etails of t:le previous expositions a rea 
le and converges a.e. in 
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and onl’y if 
converges ae. in SZ. 
Proposition 2.2; If X is in L&Z, ~4, PI, then both 
n--l 
(l/n) c 
k=O 
Xt:bTk nal 
I 
and 
converge a, e. in Sz. 
Proposition 2,3. With the hypothesis of Proposition 2.2, it follows that 
both the sequences of that proposition have the same a.e. limit. 
Proof. Suppose the ate. limit (and also thei .L1 limit) of 
{(lln)Z~;$XOTt),,I is Y. Y is measurable with respect to the invariant 
a-algebra 9 where 9 2 -~4__~ =I? ;=I Tmk( d). Therefore, write 
n-l n-l 
L 
/ (I/n) c (XoTk- 
k-0 
Y >-s (l/n) C E{XoTkI d_(n,)- Y, 
k=O 
and the result follows. 0 
It is now of interest to consider what sort of “equiconvergence” state- 
ments can be made about ergodic theorems if it assumed that 
LW_+ 9Q_,~)+ Oasn, m -+ 00, where D is the Boylan metric in [ 21. To 
begin, it should be pointed o atD(d_.,.d_,)-+Oasn,m+=if 
and only if pl(9Q_,, gQ_,J + as n, m + 00, where p is the smoothing in- 
dex introduced in [ 11. For a proof of this result see [ 11, where p is g:iven 
by: 
o sub o-algebras of , then the 
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amount of smoothing done on e by 719 is given by 
[IE(I,IC~~}---I~I >E]< e 
I 
. 
It is of interest to introduce p because some of the tools necessary to 
establish the following theorems are developed in [ 1 ] in terms of pm 
For the remainder of this paper, let X be any &measurable, real-valued 
random variable with 1x1 < L < - a.e. 
Theolrzm 2.5. The difference between 
(I/n)k’ XoTk 
k=O I 
n>l 
and 
n-l 
(lln) C 
k=O 
E{X”TkIsQ-(n)) n>l 
I 
goes to zero in the L 1 norm at a rate independent of X. 
Proof. This result will be established by proving 
n-l n-l 
1 (l/n) C XoTk - (l/n) C E{XoTkId_tn)} 
k=O k=O 
dP+ 0 
as n + 00 at a rate independent of X. 
‘By [ 1, Lemma 41 it is established that 
s IE{XOT~!?;IQ_,)-XOT~(~P~~L~(~Q_,, SQ-k) 
for any ti. < k. Hence, for e > 0, choose 44 such that for 
n, 1yp2 > &J(&_,, 9I -_,*) < E, and write 
n-l n-l 
(l/n) c XqTk - (l/n) 
k= 0 k=O 
(X0 Tk I d ._ & G 
M 
G (l/n) oTklaQ_(n)) - 
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n-l 
+(1/n) C 
k=M+l 
(X0 Tkl ss;“* _(@I - X0 Tk I 
<; (M/n)(2L) -+ ((n - M - 2)/rg@Ee) for n > M. 
Thus choose N > A4 so large that for n > IV, 2LM/n < e and the result fol- 
lows. El 
eorem 2.6. Lei! T be a measure-preserving transformation with 
&J&j? d_,)-, Oasn,m+~an!d&_, ~n&,T-k(&=(!P,S2). 
‘Wren {(l/n)Z”,$,,Xo Tk}n>l converges in the L l norm at a rate indepen- 
dent Q$ Y. 
Proof. Let 
n-l 
An(X) E (l/n) kC, X0 Tk, = JJX) s E{An(X)Id -(n-l)): 
it follows that 
IiAn - A,(X)11 1 
G lIA,(X) -d,(X)ll, + II&(X) -&(X)Il~ + II&(X) - A,,(X)II 
I-hat II A,(X) - &(X) II l + 0 a,t a rate independent of X follows immedi- 
at$i from Theorem 2.5. It wil! suffice therefore to show that 
II/n(X) - &(X)lll + 0 at a rate independent of X. Since SQ __- is (@, a), 
A&(X) + E{Xld _-oQ ) = E{Xj. Hence it will suffice to show that 
II&(X) - E{XId-,}IIl -+ Y) at a rate independent of X. 
Choose E > 0 and M so large that for n, m > M&C_, , d _ ,& < E. Now 
write for n > M, 
n-l 
k=O 
n-l 
< (l/n) E JI 
k=O 
(XISQ,,) - 
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n-l 
+(1/n) x jlE{XoTktd_,} - 
k=M+l 
{X0 Tk Igg _(@}I. (2) 
This last inequality follows from the fact that E{Xo rk) = E(X) inasmuch 
as T is measure preserving. Hence expression (2) is less than or equal to 
2LMlut + ((n - M - 2)/n)(Ue). Choose N > M so large that 2 LMfn C E 
for all II > N and the result follows. 
3. Some examples 
To conclude this paper, two examples of transformations suggested by 
Theorem 2.6 are presented. 
First, cozlsider ameasure preserving transformation 7’ with T’ (d ) 
2 T-2(d) $ . . . and A_, =n ;=I V(A) = (@, a). Let a = X7 [O,l], 
& =1 X7 99, where c10 is the Bore1 o-algebra on [ 0, 1 ] and P is the product 
measure XT m 9 where m is the Lebesgue measure on [ 0, 1 1. Let 
7Q+, w2, . ..) = (02, w3, . ..). 
Second, consider a measure-preserving transformation with 
T-k(& 3 Pk+l) (d)forall k,p(T-m(oQ),T-n(d))-, 0 as n,m + * 
and _ti__, = (@, In). Here, let s2 be any space, let d be any o-a?gebia 
withtiE sQforsomefixed&~StandletP(A)= 1 foriSEAandP(A)=O 
for G) $ A. Let T(w) = G for all cu E s1. 
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